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Baku

In the last century, Baku was called the Paris of the East. 
But today it looks more like Dubai, the source    
of the fabulous wealth of these two countries.   
The source of the fabulous wealth of these two   
megacities were and still is oil. This city manages to do 
the impossible: to take on its modern look and fill it with 
masterpieces of modern architecture, but at the same 
time retain the charm of the mysteries of the ancient 
East. In the morning you can go to the local bazaar and 
buy the famous Carpet, carefully woven by hand, and in 
the evening go to admire the futuristic buildings, as if 
from a city of the future.

About the trip

Walk down the street where he broke his "Diamond 
Hand" by Yuri Nikulin. Explore the unique mud volcanoes, 
some 25 million years old. approximately 25 million years 
old according to scientists estimate. Afterwards, marvel 
at the best building in the world in 2014 by    
the world-famous Zaha Hadid. And lastly, enjoy   
of outstanding Azerbaijani cuisine. Baku- Intertwining  
of times, religions, styles, surrounded by majestic   
Caspian Sea and the Oriental colors.

Go to Star author's travel agency    
invites you to Baku.
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Day 1

Day 2

Arrival, old town, and dinner with a master 
class.

The ancient city of Shemakha. Walk in Meysri 
vineyards. House museum of the Nobels.

Day 3

Day 4

Gobustan, Heydar Aliyev Center Highland 
Park, tea ceremony and dinner.

Departure to Moscow.
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Heydar Aliyev
Center
"This is a beautiful building by a brilliant architect 
at the height of his career. It is as "As innocent 
and sexy as of Marilyn Monroe's skirt    
in the wind."

It was with these words that the Heydar Aliyev 
Center became the world's best building of the 
Design of the Year award in 2014. It is     
a masterpiece of the famous Zaha Hadid,    
“the queen of curves", whose projects are   
surprising for their unusual and beauty. In   
addition to the external beauty, you will find  
interesting expositions inside.
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Gobustan
Gobustan is a unique place. Here is home to   
the largest assemblage of mud volcanoes in  
the world, millions of years old. The mud here 
mixed with water and oil, while remaining and  
it's still cold, and there's still occasional a loud 
bubbling can still be heard. In addition, scientists 
have discovered a huge collection of cave  
paintings, some of which were painted by  
primitive people. A free-for-all for lovers of   
ancient history buffs.



Azerbaijan
cuisine
In Azerbaijan, cooking is a special mystery.   
The cuisine of this country has absorbed   
centuries-old traditions, being considered   
rightfully one of the most delicious in the entire 
world. Azerbaijanis love to cook meat and fish 
dishes, generously using local vegetables, fruits, 
and spices. Be sure to Try the local sturgeon, 
dolma, saj, local kebab, ajapsanjal and, of course, 
baklava on dessert. The Caspian Sea there is   
a great number of sturgeons, which Azerbaijan 
has become famous for the black caviar   
of the highest class.
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Shemakhan
It is from this small town that the Shemakhan tsarina, 
the magical enchantress from Pushkin's fairy tales, 
who ruined both the king and the wise man, and she 
herself "disappeared as if she had never happened." 
In life, this city is saturated no smaller number of 
legends and peripeteia, which has endured a great 
number of dramatic events, but each time has been 
reborn from the ashes and destruction like    
a phoenix. Today the city lives its normal life, but 
reverently preserves the memory of past events, as 
well as the secrets of the ancient craftsmen. And at 
night from here you get a fabulous view of the starry 
sky. Sometimes you can even see the Milky Way with 
the naked eye.
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